
 
 
 

REVIEWING YOUR WORK-AO3 
 Annotating and writing about your own experiments/ final 

pieces is essential to show your understanding and knowledge, 

as well as give insight as to what has influenced you and why  

 

 

  

EXPERIMENTS: 

Write about the techniques and materials 

you have used and what you found easy or 

difficult with these using subject specific 

language. Explain why you found this with 

regards to the tools, materials qualities and 

the physical movements you had to make.  

What will you do differently when using this 

technique next time? Does this technique 

link with any artist you have researched? 

DO NOT say that you were made to try them 

in the lesson, etc…as this shows a lack of 

desire to broaden your skill set as a student 

artist 

Possible sentence starter: 

In this experiment/practice/draft I used 

(name of technique/ material) and found it 

to be …………. I found this because I 

………………….. Because of this, next time I 

will try to ……………….. This technique is 

similar to that of the work by (name of 

artist) in that we have both……………………….. 

 

FINAL PIECES: 

Write about your final piece with regards to how well it went in relation to your initial ideas/plans/ intentions. 

Summarise how well your choices in techniques/ materials and artist influences have guided the making of your final 

work. Use visual evidence from the work to back your thoughts, be them positive or raising areas to improve. 

Possible sentence starter: 

I feel my final piece turned out………………..I feel this is because my use of (techniques/ materials, etc…) 

show a (confident/ competent/ emerging) level of skill in relation to my ideas intention. Areas of 

strength are my use of (list skills/ techniques) because ……………. Areas I would refine/ skills I wish to 

improve are………… because…………. 

IDEAS/ PLANS: 

Annotate your initial ideas/ plans with independently 

led intentions around the theme or subject matter 

you are working on. Explain what your plan shows 

and which materials/ techniques you plan to 

experiment with to realise your idea. Mention any 

artist research or other inspiration which may have 

helped you generate this idea (make sure you 

document this in your book also).  

Possible sentence starter: 

In this idea/ plan it shows (explain what your 

idea is). This links to my theme of (write theme) 

because ……………….. I plan to experiment with 

the use of (write materials/ techniques, etc…) 

because I feel this would benefit (the idea/ you 

as an artist) because…………I developed this idea 

by (explain what artists or any other influence/ 

experience gave you this idea) 

 

 



 
 
 

ARTIST RESEARCH- AO1 
 REMEMBER: The focus of your artist research is to inform 

and inspire your own work and ideas, not a ‘box ticking’ 

exercise 

 
1. CONTENT: 

What can you see in the artist’s work if a 2-d piece or what has 

the artist made if working 3-d? How is this relating to your own 

theme or intentions for your work? 

Possible sentence starter: 

‘In the work by (artist’s name) I can see the use of (list 

main focus/ details) as the subject content of their work. 

This is relevant to my (work/ ideas) because I am 

planning to………………, so their use of …………… will 

inspire me to use ………………. In my (experiments /plans/ 

final outcome). 

2. TECHNIQUE/ COMPOSITION/ 

MATERIALS: 

What materials, techniques and way the artist 

has laid out the composition of their work will 

influence your own ideas and choice of 

materials/ techniques? 

Possible sentence starter: 

‘(Artists name) use (list materials/ 

technique) to create their work. This will 

influence my own intentions/ experiments 

because …….(explain what you like about 

them and how they link to your ideas/ 

them of work/ what interests you about 

these). 

4. NOW GO AND……….Do what you have just mentioned in your review within your 

practical work. This may start off as copying sections of their work to practice their use of 

materials/ marks/ techniques, etc… but should end with you using them in a more independent 

way within your plans, experiments and final pieces. 


